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CRACYDEMO

Rule by the Demos



SOCIO CRACY

Rule by the social group



A Social Technology

for Agile and Resilient  

Organizations

Versatile and 

adaptable

Free and 

open

Iterative and 

incremental



A menu of patterns

Can be adapted  

and evolved to  

suit specific 

situations 

Guidelines for  

successfully  

navigating specific  

contexts



A menu of patterns

co-creation  

enablers

building  

organizations

meeting  

practices

organizing  

work

peer

organizational
development  

structure

Co-creation 

and evolution

Focused 

interactions

bringing in  

S3

defining  

agreements



Why Sociocracy 3.0?

Every context is  

unique and  

there are no  

one-size-fits-all  

solutions to

navigate complexity



Why Sociocracy 3.0?

S3 patterns contrast 

our habitual ways of 

doing things and 

provide enabling 

constraints to consider 

as alternatives



Why Sociocracy 3.0?

At the interface  

between the

habitual and the 

new, the potential 

for greater  

consciousness resides



Effectiveness
Devote time only to what  

brings you closer towards  

achieving your objectives

Consent
Raise, seek out and

resolve objections to  

decisions and actions

Empiricism
Test all assumptions

you rely on, through 

experiments and 

continuous revision

Transparency
Record all information that is 

valuable for the organization 

and make it accessible to 

everyone, unless there is  a 

reason for confidentiality

Accountability
Respond when something is

needed, do what you agreed to  

and take ownership for the  

course of the organization

me you

Equivalence
Involve people in making  

and evolving decisions  

that affect them

Improvement
Continuous

Change incrementally

to accommodate

steady, empirical

learning

Seven Principles



KEY CONCEPTS

- Provide a common language

- Increase shared understanding

- Enable constructive dialogue



CONCEPT: Driver

A person or a 

groups motive for 

responding to a 

specific situation



CONCEPT: Domain

A distinct area of  

activity, influence and  

decision making within  

an organization



Delegate Influence



Delegate Influence

sub  

omain

We delegate  

influence and  

retain overall  

accountability

We take responsibility  

for the domain



Primary Driver

Delegator name & responsibilities

Key responsibilities

Resources 

etc 

etc 

etc  

Clarify Domains

Domain Description

Constraints



Building Organizations

Linking

(Double)

Representative
Open Domain

R

Role

Circle

Helping Team

Teams



Organizational Structure

Delegate Circle
Peach  

Organization

Service Circle

Fractal  

Organization

Service  

OrganizationDouble-linked  

Hierarchy



Navigate via Tension

What do we mean by

TENSION?

An inner state 

of alert

Preferred  

situation
Current  
situation

Response

Stimulus



Navigate via Tension

Notice

Understand why

Check relevance

Who’s responsible?[ Pass on ]

Evaluate & evolve

Respond



Understand why: Driver

.

.

simply described in a

brief summary
explaining:

what’s happening:

The motive for  

responding to a situation

explaining:

what’s happening:

what’s needed:

Current situation + Effect

+ ImpactWhat is deficit?



Is this Driver relevant?

Relevant Important

Backlog

p
ri
o
ri
t
iz
e

Yes

Drop it

NoWould it help the organization if  

we respond to this driver?

Or would it harm it if we don't?



Who’s Responsible?

Is this within  

my domain?

area of influence, activity  

and decision making

If you can take care of it  

yourself without causing 

harm, JUST DO IT!



Pass on to other domains

Team membersTeam members

Role keeper



making and evolving  

governance decisions
Governance

Ways people Respond to

Operations

(self)organizing how  

work will be done

doing work



CONCEPT: Governance vs Ops

Governance: the act  

of setting objectives,  

& making & evolving  

decisions that guide  

people toward  

achieving them

Operations: doing  

the work &  

organizing day-to-day  

activities within the  

constraints defined  

through governance



Organizing Work

Visualize work

To Do Doing Done

Retrospective

Appreciations ImprovementsTo Do Doing Done

Pull system  

for work

To Do x 2 Done

X

WIP

Limit work  

in progress

Backlog

Prioritize  

Backlogs
To Do Doing Done

Daily  

Stand-up

DoneTo Do Doing Doing DoneTo Do

Planning & Review  

Meetings



Collaborative Decision Making

From managed teams…

...to Circles



Individual or group decision?

When and why  

to co-create?

- When responding to complex issues

- To harness diversity, dissent and novelty

- To increase ownership of decisions

and raise engagement 

and accountability 



Enable Maximum Autonomy

Freeing people up  

to create value

less  

collaborative  

governance

To Do Doing Done

effective  

collaborative

governance

=

Ops



CONCEPT: Agreement

An agreed upon guideline, 

process, protocol or 

policy designed to guide 

the flow of value



ObjectionsObjections
arguments that reveal...

Unintended consequences

we want to avoid

GOOD

worthwhile ways
to improve things

No Objection I have a possible  

Objection

CONCEPT: Objection



Consent Decision Making

Safe-to-fail  

experiments

Iterative and  

incremental learning  

and development

Good enough for now  

and safe enough to try



Iterate, Evaluate and Evolve

Agreement

Driver  

Proposal text

Who's accountable for what?  

Evaluation date

Evaluation criteria

To Do

Actions

Doing Done

Take time  

to reflect

and learn



Where to begin?

How and where  

do I start?

Meet people where they are!

Identify & prioritize  

important drivers

Pull in patterns that  

might help

Let people choose their own pace



Artful Participation

Is my behavior in this moment the  

greatest contribution* I can make to the  

effectiveness of this collaboration?

*may include holding  

back, interrupting,  

objecting or  

breaking agreements
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